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Abstract

The 13 km SHiELD (System for High-resolution prediction on Earth-to-Local Domains) global model that is under development

at the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) and runs in near real time, produced outstanding tropical cyclone track

forecasts during the 2021 Atlantic hurricane season, compared to both the upgraded National Weather Service Global Forecast

System (GFSv16), the Hurricane Weather Research and Forecasting (HWRF) model and the European Centre for Medium-

Range Weather Forecast Integrated Forecasting System (IFS). SHiELD’s average track forecast errors were 10% and 15% less

than the GFSv16 and HWRF, respectively, for the 3-5 day forecast lead times. SHiELD’s track forecast skill was comparable

to the National Hurricane Center’s official forecast at several forecast lead times, and approached 70% skill relative to the

Climatology and Persistence Model (CLIPER) at 3 and 4 days. Similar improvements were found in the western Pacific basin

in 2021, with improvements also seen in the eastern Pacific at days 4 and 5. Improved performance was also found in the

2019 Atlantic hurricane season, with neutral performance in 2020, when SHiELD was run retrospectively from the GFSv16

initial conditions. Distribution of the spatial errors and biases showed that in both the 2021 Atlantic hurricane season and

the previous two years, the largest track forecast errors from both SHiELD and GFSv16 occurred in the subtropical eastern

Atlantic, associated with a distinct northeast bias. Analysis indicated that some of the excessive north bias in the GFSv16 is

associated with lower geopotential height fields compared to those in SHiELD.
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ABSTRACT 22 

 23 

The 13 km SHiELD (System for High-resolution prediction on Earth-to-Local Domains) 24 

global model that is under development at the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) 25 

and runs in near real time, produced outstanding tropical cyclone track forecasts during the 2021 26 

Atlantic hurricane season, compared to both the upgraded National Weather Service Global 27 

Forecast System (GFSv16), the Hurricane Weather Research and Forecasting (HWRF) model 28 

and the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast Integrated Forecasting System 29 

(IFS). SHiELD’s average track forecast errors were 10% and 15% less than the GFSv16 and 30 

HWRF, respectively, for the 3-5 day forecast lead times. SHiELD’s track forecast skill was 31 

comparable to the National Hurricane Center’s official forecast at several forecast lead times, 32 

and approached 70% skill relative to the Climatology and Persistence Model (CLIPER) at 3 and 33 

4 days. Similar improvements were found in the western Pacific basin in 2021, with 34 

improvements also seen in the eastern Pacific at days 4 and 5. Improved performance was also 35 

found in the 2019 Atlantic hurricane season, with neutral performance in 2020, when SHiELD 36 

was run retrospectively from the GFSv16 initial conditions. Distribution of the spatial errors and 37 

biases showed that in both the 2021 Atlantic hurricane season and the previous two years, the 38 

largest track forecast errors from both SHiELD and GFSv16 occurred in the subtropical eastern 39 

Atlantic, associated with a distinct northeast bias. Analysis indicated that some of the excessive 40 

north bias in the GFSv16 is associated with lower geopotential height fields compared to those in 41 

SHiELD.  42 

 43 

Keywords: tropical cyclones, prediction/forecasting, model evaluation/performance 44 
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1. Introduction 46 

 47 

Tropical Cyclone (TC) track prediction has shown dramatic improvements in the past 30 48 

years, with average 24-72h track forecast errors in the Atlantic and eastern Pacific basins 49 

decreasing nearly 70% during this time (Cangialosi 2021). It is well known that most of these 50 

improvements can be attributed to the improvements in the accuracy of the track forecasting 51 

performance of numerical models used for TC prediction. Initially, limited-area models with 52 

higher resolution that could more adequately resolve the hurricane inner-structure provided the 53 

most accurate hurricane track prediction (Bender et al. 2019; Bender et al. 2007; Bender and 54 

Ginis 2000). For example, as shown by Bender et al. (2019), when the National Oceanic and 55 

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)’s Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) 56 

regional hurricane model became operational for the National Weather Service (NWS) in 1995, 57 

its 72h track forecast error that year was 210 nautical miles (n mi for short hereafter) or 389 km 58 

compared to 360 n mi (667 km) for the NWS’s operational global model (then called the 59 

Aviation model, or “AVN”). However, within 5 years, the average track forecast skill of the 60 

global and regional models became comparable. By the time the NWS’s new limited area 61 

Hurricane Weather Research and Forecasting (HWRF; Tallapragada et al. 2016) model became 62 

fully operational in 2007, the NWS operational global model (then renamed the Global Forecast 63 

System, or “GFS”) was consistently exhibiting superior track forecasting performance compared 64 

to either the GFDL or HWRF model. As the NWS continued to upgrade the GFS model, it has 65 

remained one of the most skillful track prediction models in the world (Cangialosi 2021). On 12 66 

June 2019, a new version of the GFS model was implemented into operations at the NWS which 67 

replaced the model’s spectral dynamical core with the non-hydrostatic Finite-Volume Cubed-68 

Sphere Dynamical Core (FV3; Putman and Lin 2007). The dynamical core was transitioned from 69 

GFDL where it serves as the backbone of the GFDL’s global seamless weather-to-climate 70 

modeling system. In this initial implementation of the FV3-based GFS model (referred to as 71 

GFSv15 in the NWS implementation), most of the physics suite running in the previous spectral 72 

version of the GFS (referred to as the GFSv14) was transitioned to GFSv15, except for the 73 

microphysics scheme, which was replaced with the single-moment five-category cloud 74 

microphysics scheme developed at GFDL (Zhou et al. 2019).  75 
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Meanwhile, advancements in global model development at GFDL have continued since 76 

the transition of the FV3 dynamical core to the NWS and the implementation of GFSv15. Most 77 

of these model advancements at GFDL have focused on improved weather prediction through 78 

the development of the System for High-resolution prediction on Earth-to-Local Domains 79 

(SHiELD), an atmospheric global prediction system that initially coupled the non-hydrostatic 80 

FV3 with the physics suite in GFSv14. Since then, the Weather and Climate Dynamics Division 81 

at GFDL has continued to advance SHiELD with improved physics and dynamics (Harris et al. 82 

2020). In order to investigate advanced model capabilities and improve the skill of FV3-based 83 

models in the forecast and prediction of weather phenomena on various time and spatial scales, a 84 

hierarchy of models has also been developed at GFDL over the past few years from centennial-85 

scale earth-system simulations (Dunne et al. 2020) to very high-resolution weather prediction. 86 

For example, a global-nested configuration of the SHiELD system, with a high resolution 3 km 87 

nest spanning the tropical Atlantic (called T-SHiELD), has been developed and used to predict 88 

TC track and intensity over the past five years (Hazelton et al. 2022), in support of NOAA’s 89 

Hurricane Advanced Forecast System (HAFS) and the Hurricane Forecast Improvement Project 90 

(HFIP) programs. 91 

On 22 March 2021, the NWS operational GFS was upgraded to a new version (hereafter 92 

referred to as GFSv16) that included a doubling of the vertical resolution from 63 to 127 levels, 93 

improved model physics and major advancements in the data assimilation. These upgrades are 94 

summarized in detail in Han et al. (2021; 2022). The 2020 version of the SHiELD model 95 

continued to be run at GFDL in near real time throughout 2021 with the GFSv16 fields providing 96 

the initial conditions for these forecasts. As we will show in this paper, SHiELD provided 97 

outstanding hurricane track guidance in all northern hemisphere TC basins, particularly the 98 

Atlantic where it produced lower track forecast errors compared to all operational models. 99 

The purpose of this study is to quantify the outstanding track forecasting performance of 100 

the SHiELD model particularly in the Atlantic basin, making extensive analysis of its 101 

performance compared to the NWS’s GFSv16 and HWRF operational forecast systems as well 102 

as the Integrated Forecast System (IFS) of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather 103 

Forecasting (ECMWF), which has been the top performing TC track prediction model in all 104 

northern hemisphere basins over the past several years (e.g., Cangialosi 2018; 2019; 2020). It is 105 
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hoped that this analysis, which pinpoints some of SHiELD’s strengths and weaknesses, may 106 

facilitate transition of improvements to the GFS and advancement in global modeling, with the 107 

goal of assisting in improved numerical weather prediction (NWP) on all weather time scales. In 108 

section 2 the developmental efforts of SHiELD will be briefly outlined, focusing on the 109 

improved physics and advancements in the dynamical core that may have led to the improved 110 

prediction in hurricane track. These results will be presented in detail in section 3, starting with 111 

the improved anomaly correlation coefficient (ACC) which is often used to evaluate NWP model 112 

skill (e.g., Harris et al. 2020). Finally, we end with a summary and discussion in section 4. 113 

 114 

2. Summary of the SHiELD Model and Experimental Design 115 

 116 

As discussed previously, advancements in global model development have continued 117 

within the Weather and Climate Dynamics Division at GFDL since the 12 June 2019 118 

implementation of the GFSv15 at the NWS’s National Centers for Environmental Prediction 119 

(NCEP) through development of the SHiELD atmospheric model. The second column of Table 1 120 

summarizes some of the upgrades that have been implemented in the 2020 version of SHiELD 121 

that was used in this study. First, continuous efforts have been put into the non-hydrostatic FV3 122 

dynamical core development in order to improve its numerical and computational performance 123 

and enhance its capability of seamless predictions from convective-scale to seasonal-scales 124 

(Harris et al. 2020). Through code sharing, the 2020 version of SHiELD and GFSv16 use the 125 

same version of the FV3 dynamical core. However, the GFSv16 uses higher vertical resolution, 126 

with 127 vertical levels topped at 80 km, while SHiELD continues to use 91 vertical levels 127 

topped at 55 km. Other significant upgrades for SHiELD include the application of a 1-D mixed-128 

layer ocean (MLO) model (Pollard et al. 1973) together with an ocean surface roughness 129 

modification from HWRF to improve the prediction of TC intensity (Biswas et al. 2018). Finally, 130 

updating to the inline GFDL cloud microphysics scheme (Harris et al. 2020) was done to 131 

improve the simulation of moist processes as well as cloud and weather predictions. These 132 

developments were added to SHiELD and have not been transitioned to the GFS yet. GFS had 133 

significant upgrades to its convection scheme and the boundary layer turbulence scheme in 134 
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version 16 (Han et al. 2021; 2022), which were not implemented in the version of SHiELD used 135 

in this study. 136 

 137 

Model SHiELD GFSv16 IFS HWRF 

Dynamical 

Core 

Non-hydrostatic 

FV31 

Non-Hydrostatic 

FV3 

Hydrostatic 

Spectral 

Non-hydrostatic 

NMM2 

Model Type Global Global Global Regional 

Horizontal 

Resolution 

13 km 13 km 9 km 1.5-13.5 km 

Vertical Layers 91 (top 55 km) 127 (top 80 km) 137 (top 80 km) 75 (top 31 km) 

Data 

Assimilation 

(DA) 

None (IC3 from 

GFSv16) 

GDAS4 Hybrid 

3DEnVar 

4DVar Hybrid and 

TDR-based 

EnKF/Var 

Ocean Coupling 1D MLO5 None NEMO6 MPIPOM-TC7 

Microphysics Inline GFDL 

Microphysics  

Split GFDL 

Microphysics 

EC 

Microphysics 

Ferrier-Aligo 

Microphysics 

Radiation RRTM8 RRTM RRTM-ECrad RRTM 

Boundary 

Layer 

Turbulence 

SA-TKE-

EDMF9 

New SA-TKE-

EDMF 

EDMF GFS Hybrid-

EDMF 

Convection SA-SAS10 New SA-SAS Tiedtke-

Bechtold 

SA-SAS 

1 FV3: Finite-Volume Cubed-Sphere Dynamical Core 138 
2 NMM: Non-hydrostatic Mesoscale Model 139 
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3 IC: Initial Condition 140 
4 GDAS: Global Data Assimilation System 141 
5 MLO: Mixed Layer Ocean 142 
6 NEMO: Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean 143 
7 MPIPOM-TC: Message Passing Interface Princeton Ocean Model-Tropical Cyclone 144 
8 RRTM: Rapid Radiative Transfer Model 145 
9 SA-TKE-EDMF: Scale Aware Turbulent Kinetic Energy based Moist Eddy Diffusivity Mass 146 

Flux 147 
10 SA-SAS: Scale Aware Simplified Arakawa Schubert 148 

Table 1.  Summary of the key components of the four models evaluated in this study. 149 

 150 

All of the SHiELD forecasts used in this study were initialized using analyses from the 151 

GFSv16 that went into operations at NCEP on 22 March 2021. All model forecasts were cold-152 

started from the GFSv16 initial conditions with no further data assimilation. The SHiELD 153 

horizontal grid is identical to that of the GFSv16 (C768, ~13 km) and no horizontal interpolation 154 

of the atmosphere or surface analyses was necessary. Interpolation between the GFSv16’s 127 155 

levels and SHiELD’s 91 levels was done by an accurate cubic-spline vertical remapping to 156 

maintain as much conservation and consistency between the GFSv16 analyses and FV3 157 

dynamics as possible (see Section 10.1 of Harris et al. [2021] for more details). Although most of 158 

the analysis for this study focused on the 2021 tropical cyclone season starting from the 0z, 6z, 159 

12z and 18z analysis cycles, forecasts were also made for the 2019 and 2020 seasons at 0z and 160 

12z, in order to evaluate the robustness of the results for prior seasons. These retrospective 161 

SHiELD forecasts for the 2019 and 2020 seasons used the analyses from the retrospective pre-162 

operational GFSv16 system, ensuring a homogeneous comparison between the GFSv16 and 163 

SHiELD. Although all of the SHiELD forecasts were run out to 10 days, all of the analysis of 164 

results presented in this study will focus on the 1 to 5 day forecast lead times which is consistent 165 

with the National Hurricane Center (NHC) and the Joint Typhoon Weather Center’s (JTWC) 166 

official period of forecast responsibility for TCs in their respective basins of responsibility 167 

presented in this study (Atlantic and eastern Pacific for NHC, and western North Pacific for the 168 

JTWC). TC track forecasts for all of the models used in this study, are evaluated using the GFDL 169 
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vortex tracker (Marchok 2021) verified against the widely used NHC’s “best tracks” analyses 170 

(Landsea and Franklin 2013). Geopotential height is verified against the ERA5 reanalysis 171 

(Hersbach et al. 2020). 172 

 Finally, since comparison throughout this section will also be made to the HWRF and the 173 

IFS models, a summary of these four modeling systems is also presented in Table 1. Note that 174 

the vertical resolution of SHiELD is somewhat coarser (91 levels) compared to the GFSv16 (127 175 

levels) and the IFS (137 levels) global models but slightly finer than the operational HWRF 176 

model (75 levels).  177 

 178 

3. Analysis of SHiELD Track Performance  179 

 180 

The focus of this section will be to quantify the superior track forecasting performance of 181 

the SHiELD model compared to the NWS’s GFS, which, as mentioned previously, was upgraded 182 

by the NWS on 22 March 2021 to GFSv16 with an increase of vertical resolution, improved 183 

physics upgrades and major advancements in the data assimilation. Since improved vertical 184 

model resolution has been shown to be important for improved TC track skill in numerous 185 

studies (e.g., Feng and Wang 2021; Zhang et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2015), the superior track 186 

performance in SHiELD was a somewhat surprising result which certainly warrants further 187 

investigation, particularly as SHiELD and GFSv16 were run with similar dynamical core and 188 

physical parameterizations. Evaluation of storm intensity was not a focus of this study as global 189 

models are still too coarse to adequately resolve the hurricane inner structure. In addition, global 190 

model data is typically not archived at native resolution, making intensity comparisons between 191 

the models unfair.  192 

  The 2021 Atlantic hurricane season, which will be the main focus of this study, was an 193 

active hurricane season with above average accumulated cyclone energy (ACE, units of 104 194 

knot2; Bell et al. 2000) of 145.1 and 21 storms that obtained the status of at least tropical storm 195 

or subtropical storm (Fig. 1). This activity is significantly greater than the long-term mean. Most 196 

noteworthy were the four hurricanes that obtained major hurricane status, two of which were 197 

exceptionally long-lived (Hurricanes Larry and Sam), and Hurricane Ida which had devastating 198 
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impacts on the United States, making landfall in Louisiana on 29 August 2021, with winds of 199 

130 knots (or 241 km/h). Hurricane Sam, the longest-lived storm of the 2021 Atlantic hurricane 200 

season, lasted 12 days with a total ACE value of 53.8. Despite the large number of named storms 201 

in 2021, only 7 obtained hurricane status with the bulk of the named storms characterized as 202 

weak systems with many of relatively short duration. Overall, since the TC genesis locations 203 

were distributed over a wide range of the Atlantic basin, the season should provide a robust and 204 

diverse sample of cases to evaluate model performance and skill. 205 

 206 
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 207 

Fig. 1.  Tracks of all TCs during the 2021 Atlantic hurricane season (from 208 

https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/data/tcr/index.php; courtesy of NHC). 209 

 210 

As shown in Fig. 2a, SHiELD’s mean track forecast errors were 10% and 15% less than 211 

those of the GFSv16 and HWRF, respectively for the average 3-5 day forecast lead times. The 212 

improvement of SHiELD compared to the GFSv16 was statistically significant at the 90% 213 

confidence level at 48h, and exceeded the 95% confidence level at days 3 and 4. Due to the small 214 

sample size at day 5, statistical significance was not found although average track error was 215 

reduced by about 8%.  216 

  It is interesting that the SHiELD’s track forecast skill during the 2021 Atlantic hurricane 217 

season was even greater than the GFDL high-resolution T-SHiELD model (not shown), which 218 

also provided outstanding track prediction. Note from the x-axis labels of Fig. 2b that only 12 of 219 
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the 21 Atlantic TCs in 2021 survived for long enough to have at least one forecast case that 220 

extended to 96 hours. This was due to the fact that the 2021 Atlantic hurricane season, 221 

particularly in the early part of the season, was dominated by weak and short-lived storms which 222 

SHiELD did very well in predicting. The improved track prediction of SHiELD compared to the 223 

GFSv16 was consistent with improved prediction of the 500 hPa geopotential height ACC (Fig. 224 

3) which is one of the most widely used large-scale metrics to evaluate model skill in NWP 225 

models. Note that the improved ACC in SHiELD averaged for the entire 2021 Atlantic hurricane 226 

season, exceeded the 95% confidence interval for 3 to 5 day forecast lead times.  227 

Two storms which produced a much-improved performance of SHiELD compared to the 228 

GFSv16, were Hurricanes Grace (Fig. 4) and Tropical Storm (TS) Victor (Fig. 5) as can be seen 229 

in Fig. 2b. Much of the improved track forecasting performance for these two storms came from 230 

a significantly reduced north bias in SHiELD compared to the GFSv16, particularly for the early 231 

forecast cycles of TS Victor, where the GFSv16 erroneously accelerated the storm quickly 232 

northward. Analysis of the 500 hPa geopotential height field (Fig. 6) during the period of TS 233 

Victor indicated that the predicted height fields were too low in both models compared to the 234 

ERA5 reanalysis over much of the eastern Atlantic in the deep tropics of the Main Development 235 

Region (MDR), although the negative height anomaly was worse in the GFSv16 near this storm. 236 

It is uncertain how much of an impact this had on the hurricane track. However, it is likely that 237 

the weaker ridge that was apparent in the GFSv16 in the eastern Atlantic deep tropics (Fig. 6f) 238 

during the period of TS Victor, likely contributed to the north bias in many of the TS Victor 239 

forecasts. 240 

 241 
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 242 

Fig. 2.   2021 Atlantic hurricane season (a) mean track forecast errors (n mi) for the GFSv16 243 

(black), HWRF (green) models compared to SHiELD (red), and (b) 96h mean track forecast 244 

errors (n mi) for all storms that had at least one forecast case that lasted for 96 hours. Number of 245 

verifying cases are shown at the bottom of panel (a), with forecast lead times showing 246 

statistically significant improvement at 90% and 95% confidence intervals between the SHiELD 247 

and the GFSv16, indicated by orange and red colors respectively. Number of cases that are 248 

verified at 96h is shown at the bottom of panel (b) identified with the storm names. 249 

 250 
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 251 

Fig. 3.  Mean 500 hPa geopotential height ACC in the northern hemisphere for both SHiELD and 252 

the GFSv16. The. Mean ACC was computed from a total of 183 forecasts (1 June to 10 253 

November 2021) of the SHiELD (red) and the GFSv16 (black) models verified against the ERA5 254 

reanalysis. Pink shaded area is the 95% significance interval of their difference. 255 
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 256 

 257 

Fig. 4.  Composite 5-day forecast tracks of Hurricane Grace for cases initiated at 0z and 12z 258 

synoptic times, for the (a) GFSv16 and (b) SHiELD. Black dashed line is from the “best tracks” 259 

analyses. Color lines represent different initial dates and times.  260 

 261 

 262 

Fig. 5.  The same as Fig. 4, but for TS Victor.  263 
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 264 

 265 

Fig. 6.  The 500 hPa geopotential height fields (m) for the (a) GFSv16 and (b) SHiELD averaged 266 

for the life-cycle of TS Victor, and compared to the (c) ERA5 reanalysis. Difference fields (d, e) 267 

between the models and the ERA5 reanalysis as well as (f) between the two models are also 268 

shown. 269 

 270 

The track forecast errors for Hurricane Sam, the longest-lived storm of the 2021 Atlantic 271 

hurricane season, were also significantly reduced for SHiELD at all forecast lead times. At 3 and 272 

4 days, SHiELD’s mean track forecast errors of 52 and 74 n mi were 25% less than the 273 

operational GFSv16 (Fig. 2b). A prominent slow bias particularly during recurvature likely 274 

contributed to the larger errors in the GFSv16 at the longer forecast lead times (Fig. 7d). This 275 

appears to be consistent with the higher geopotential heights in SHiELD particularly in the 276 

region traversed by Hurricane Sam (Fig. 7c). Also, in the early period of Hurricane Sam, the 277 

weaker ridging predicted by the GFSv16 east of the Caribbean likely accounted for the 278 

premature recurvature in the GFSv16 compared to SHiELD (Fig. 7e). Overall, the forecast errors 279 

for all three models were extremely low for Hurricane Sam (Fig. 2b), which was one of the better 280 

forecasted TCs of 2021.  281 

 282 
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 283 

Fig. 7.  500 hPa geopotential height difference fields (m) between the (a) GFSv16 and ERA5 284 

reanalysis, (b) SHiELD and ERA5 reanalysis, and (c) SHiELD and GFSv16, averaged for the 285 

lifecycle of Hurricane Sam. Hurricane tracks are compared between the SHiELD (red) and the 286 

GFSv16 (blue), for 5-day forecasts initialized at (d) September 29 18z and (e) September 23 0z. 287 

Black line is from the “best tracks” analyses. 288 

 289 

Another metric used to evaluate track performance for operational guidance is the track 290 

skill normalized with respect to the Climatology and Persistence (CLIPER) model, which 291 

typically serves as a baseline for model skill (Sampson and Schrader 2000). Track skill refers to 292 

the average percent of reduced track forecast error of each model relative to the forecast track 293 

from a reference model which is based entirely on climatology and persistence (Neumann 1973). 294 

In Fig. 8 the “early guidance” is presented which employs a time-interpolation technique that 295 

produces model guidance which can be made available to the operational centers to produce their 296 

official forecast (e.g., National Hurricane Center Model Error Trends, 2021, 297 

https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/verification/verify6.shtml). The presentation of the “early guidance” 298 

is necessary for proper comparison with the official forecast and is standard operational 299 

procedure at NHC and other operational centers. The IFS model’s performance is also included, 300 
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since it has had the highest track skill in the Atlantic over the past several years, as mentioned 301 

previously. In order to maximize the sample size of cases, in the previous figures the IFS 302 

forecasts were not included since this model is only available twice daily, compared to the 303 

GFSv16, HWRF and SHiELD, which are run four times daily. Also, in many of the forecasts in 304 

the early portion of the Atlantic hurricane season, the IFS was unable to follow many of the 305 

weaker storms to 5-days, which also reduced the sample size since all of these model 306 

comparisons involve a perfectly homogeneous set of model forecasts (model forecasts are only 307 

included in the verifications if the forecast being verified at that forecast time is available from 308 

all models).  309 

Following operational procedures, the IFS forecasts are interpolated 12 hours in time to 310 

produce the “early guidance” at 0z and 12z in contrast to the GFSv16 and HWRF, which only 311 

have to be interpolated 6 hours in time. Despite this obvious disadvantage, the IFS still has been 312 

the most skillful model in the Atlantic in most northern hemisphere basins. However, in 2021 at 313 

lead times beyond 48h, the IFS performed worse than the GFSv16 while SHiELD showed 314 

superior track skill compared to all operational guidance (Fig. 8). Note that at 96h the SHiELD 315 

was actually comparable in skill to the official forecast and approached 70% skill relative to 316 

CLIPER at 3 and 4 days. 317 

 318 
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 319 

Fig. 8.  Early model track guidance of the GFSv16 (black), HWRF (green), SHiELD (red), IFS 320 

(blue), and the NHC official forecast (black dotted dashed) normalized relative to the CLIPER 321 

(Climatology and Persistence) model for the 2021 Atlantic hurricane season. The percent (%) 322 

track skill refers to percent of reduced averaged track error compared to CLIPER. Number of 323 

cases are shown at the bottom, with forecast lead times showing statistically significant 324 

improvement at 90% and 95% confidence intervals between the SHiELD and the GFSv16, 325 

indicated by orange and red colors respectively. 326 

 327 

A spatial analysis of track forecast errors and biases was performed to help identify 328 

differences in model forecast performance across subregions of the Atlantic basin. The analysis 329 

was evaluated for each lead time on a one-degree latitude-longitude grid by employing a 330 

technique that applies a Gaussian smoothing to the forecast errors and biases and then averages 331 

them for each point on the grid. This Gaussian smoothing was accomplished using the same 332 

Barnes analysis technique that is utilized in the GFDL vortex tracker (Marchok 2021). For the 333 

current application, an e-folding radius of 450 km and a radius of influence of 1200 km were 334 
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used. A minimum of five forecast data points within the radius of influence at each analysis grid 335 

point must exist to provide a spatial analysis estimate at the analysis grid point. 336 

The 96h spatial distribution of track forecast errors and biases is presented in Fig. 9 for 337 

SHiELD, GFSv16, and HWRF, averaged for the entire 2021 Atlantic hurricane season. Both the 338 

SHiELD and GFSv16 models produced extremely low forecast errors and biases in the central 339 

Atlantic (65W to 50W) with a modest north bias in the subtropical western Atlantic, as was 340 

evident for Hurricane Grace. All three models had their largest track forecast errors and a distinct 341 

northeast bias in the eastern Atlantic, particularly in the sub-tropics. However, the degraded 342 

performance of the GFSv16 compared to the SHiELD is clearly evident in this region, as seen 343 

previously in the track errors of TS Victor, where the distinct north bias occurred in the GFSv16. 344 

Also, the better performance of SHiELD in the Western Caribbean region is evident, compared 345 

to both the HWRF and the GFSv16.  346 

 347 
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 348 

Fig. 9.  Spatial distribution of the 96h model track forecast error (color contour) and bias 349 

(arrows) averaged for the entire 2021 Atlantic hurricane season for (a) SHiELD, (b) HWRF, and 350 

(c) GFSv16. The length of the vector arrows corresponds to a 100 n mi of track forecast bias. 351 

 352 

Evaluation of the Atlantic spatial forecast errors and biases at 96h for the combined 2019, 353 

2020 and 2021 hurricane seasons (Fig. 10) shows a similar pattern. The reduction in average 72h 354 

and 96h forecast error between SHiELD and the GFSv16 (not shown) averaged 10% and 9% (96 355 

n mi vs. 106 n mi and 131 n mi vs. 145 n mi, respectively) for the combined three-year sample. 356 

A pronounced northeast track bias in the eastern Atlantic was also evident in the combined three 357 

seasons, similar to just 2021 alone (cf. Figs. 9, 10), contributing to the excessive track errors for 358 

that part of the basin, particularly for the GFSv16. It is interesting to note the very small track 359 
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forecast bias both in SHiELD and the GFSv16 in the central Atlantic compared to the HWRF, 360 

which exhibited a pronounced south bias in the three-year mean. Note that in both the 2021 361 

Atlantic hurricane season as well as the combined three-year sample SHiELD produced better 362 

track forecast performance in the western Caribbean compared to the GFSv16, with both models 363 

showing comparable track performance in the Gulf of Mexico. Despite large year-to-year 364 

variability in model track forecast performance (to be discussed later), both of the global models 365 

have similar bias and error distributions in the combined three-year sample as well as 2021 366 

contrasted to the HWRF, which had a somewhat different spatial distribution in the three-year 367 

sample compared to 2021 in both the central and eastern Atlantic. 368 

  369 

 370 

Fig. 10.  The same as Fig. 9, but for the entire 2019, 2020 and 2021 Atlantic hurricane seasons.  371 
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 372 

The analysis of the 2021 mean track forecast error for the two major Pacific basins is 373 

presented in Fig. 11 to demonstrate the robustness of the improved track performance of 374 

SHiELD in the other major northern hemisphere basins in 2021 compared to the GFSv16. In 375 

order to include the official forecast in the comparisons, the early guidance is presented, and both 376 

the HWRF and IFS model results are included. In the eastern Pacific, the mean forecast error was 377 

comparable between SHiELD and GFSv16 through the first 3 days, with SHiELD exhibiting 378 

about 7% to 10% reduced track forecast error at the 4 to 5 day lead times. However, the IFS was 379 

considerably more skillful at all forecast lead times (e.g., 12% and 17% reduced track error at 3-380 

5 days compared to the SHiELD and GFSv16, respectively). Nevertheless the three global 381 

models showed superior performance compared to the regional HWRF model in this basin at all 382 

forecast times. In contrast, in the western Pacific in 2021, the HWRF and GFSv16 exhibited very 383 

similar track forecast errors beyond 2 days and SHiELD showed about 7% reduced track error at 384 

3 to 5 days compared to these two models which was statistically significant at the 95% interval. 385 

In contrast to the Atlantic, the IFS was the top performer for track in the western Pacific for the 386 

operational models while the SHiELD performance was very comparable to the IFS except at 387 

96h. 388 

 389 

Fig. 11.  Mean track forecast errors (n mi) for the GFSv16 (black), HWRF (green), SHiELD 390 

(red), IFS (blue), and the NHC’s official forecast (black dotted dashed) for the 2021 (a) eastern 391 

Pacific and (b) western Pacific hurricane seasons. Number of cases are shown at the bottom of 392 
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each panel, with forecast lead times showing statistically significant improvement at 90% and 393 

95% confidence intervals between SHiELD and the GFSv16, indicated by orange and red colors 394 

respectively.  395 

 396 

Finally, an evaluation of mean track forecast error was made for the 2019 and 2020 397 

Atlantic hurricane seasons (Fig. 12) to also evaluate the robustness of the Atlantic SHiELD track 398 

performance compared to the GFSv16 model performance during the two prior Atlantic 399 

hurricane seasons. While those hurricane seasons occurred prior to the 2021 implementation of 400 

GFSv16, the version of the GFS that created the analyses used to generate initial conditions for 401 

these retrospective SHiELD runs is the GFSv16, making these comparisons completely valid. In 402 

order to maximize the sample size, HWRF is excluded from this analysis since some gaps 403 

occurred in the availability of this model in these retrospective runs. The IFS forecasts were also 404 

excluded due to the lack of availability of the 2021 version of this model in these prior two years. 405 

In 2019, a much-improved performance of SHiELD was evident at all forecast lead times, 406 

particularly at days 2-4 where the track error was decreased 15% to 23%. In contrast, in the 2020 407 

Atlantic hurricane season, the model track performance of the SHiELD and GFSv16 was 408 

comparable between the two models except at 5 days, where the SHiELD track errors were 409 

marginally degraded by 5%. The year-to-year variability in model performance is not surprising 410 

as the long term synoptic patterns and environmental conditions that often dominate during a 411 

given year tend to vary from one season to another (McBride and Zehr 1981; Landsea and Gray 412 

1992; Knaff 1997; Klotzbach 2011). This likely contributes to the stronger model performance 413 

for one season compared to another. However, the strong performance of SHiELD in 2019, a 414 

mostly neutral performance in 2020 and a strong performance again in 2021, increases our 415 

confidence that the SHiELD model is producing superior model TC skill compared to the already 416 

strong performing GFSv16.  417 
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 418 

Fig. 12.  Mean track forecast error (n mi) for the GFSv16 (black) compared to SHiELD (red) for 419 

the (a) 2019 and (b) 2020 Atlantic hurricane seasons. Number of cases are shown at the bottom 420 

of each panel, with forecast lead times showing statistically significant improvement at 90% and 421 

95% confidence intervals between SHiELD and the GFSv16, indicated by orange and red colors 422 

respectively.  423 

 424 

Since it is evident that SHiELD significantly outperforms GFSv16 in TC track forecast 425 

beyond day 2 particularly for the 2021 hurricane seasons, in the following section, we will dig 426 

into the reason why SHiELD exhibits an outstanding track performance. As noted in Table 1, in 427 

the 22 March 2021 upgrade of the GFS to version 16, a new scale-aware turbulent kinetic 428 

energy-based moist eddy-diffusivity mass-flux (SA-TKE-EDMF) vertical turbulence mixing 429 

scheme was implemented in the GFSv16 to better represent the planetary boundary layer (PBL) 430 

processes (Han et al. 2021). Prior to the version 16 upgrade, modifications to the scale-aware 431 

simplified Arakawa-Schubert (SA-SAS) convection were also made in 2021 in the GFS, to 432 

address issues with a model cold bias (Han et al. 2021). Here, the SA-TKE-EDMF and SA-SAS 433 

schemes in GFSv16 are referred to as “new”, while those in SHiELD are referred to as “old”. 434 

Evaluation of each of these two separate physics upgrades on the 2021 Atlantic track 435 

performance in the SHiELD model was made (Fig. 13) for the 2021 0z cases. Here, experiment 436 

s1 is the control (i.e., the version of the convection and PBL schemes used in this study). Note 437 
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that the upgrades to the PBL scheme had small impact on track (comparing experiment s1 vs. s2) 438 

except at day 5 where the number of cases was relatively small. With further upgrade of the 439 

convection scheme, the impact on TC track from the combined upgraded convection and PBL 440 

schemes (comparing experiment s1 vs. s3) was statistically significant in the shorter lead times 441 

(between 5% and 10% at forecast lead times of 2 to 3 days), indicating the new convection 442 

scheme degraded the SHiELD track performance (actually the statistical significance exceeded 443 

99% at day 3). 444 

The new convection and PBL schemes did not produce a similar degradation in GFSv16 445 

compared to GFSv15 but rather resulted in small positive improvements in track forecasting 446 

performance (Yang 2020). This difference is possibly due to the impact of significantly greater 447 

vertical resolution in the GFSv16 compared to SHiELD (Fig. 14). As noted in Fig. 14, the 448 

enhancement of vertical resolution in the GFSv16 is large (70% increment below 700 hPa, 14% 449 

increment between 700 hPa and 200 hPa, and 41% increment above 200 hPa). These results 450 

point to the importance of the vertical model resolution to possibly impact model track, as noted 451 

in previous studies (e.g., Feng and Wang 2021; Zhang et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2015). This also 452 

suggests the care that should be given in the tuning of a model and then careful evaluation of a 453 

particular modelits performance, when implementing new physics packages, particularly in 454 

regard to complex model interactions involving the convection and PBL. Nevertheless, as 455 

previously stated, the consistent superior performance of SHiELD is surprising given the 456 

significantly enhanced vertical resolution in the GFSv16. It remains to be seen if the improved 457 

model skill will even be greater when the vertical resolution in SHiELD is increased further. 458 

Although this question remains unanswered these results again point out the need of careful 459 

retuning of the convection and PBL schemes in order to optimize the benefit of the enhanced 460 

vertical resolution.  461 

Another important difference between the GFSv16 and the SHiELD is the cloud 462 

microphysics scheme. Although both models use the GFDL cloud microphysics (Zhou et al. 463 

2019; Harris et al. 2020), GFSv16 uses the split version and SHiELD uses the up-to-date inline 464 

version. The differences in these two versions are described in Harris et al. (2020), and are 465 

further compared in Zhou and Harris (2022). Since very significant updates have been made to 466 

SHiELD’s inline GFDL cloud microphysics scheme since the implementation of GFSv15, and 467 
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later GFSv16, to pinpoint the major changes that have lead to the significant impact on hurricane 468 

track prediction shown in this study is difficult. Further investigation is needed in the future. 469 

 470 

 471 

Fig. 13.  Mean track forecast error (n mi) for three configurations of SHiELD (s1, s2, and s3) run 472 

for the 2021 Atlantic, western Pacific, and eastern Pacific hurricane seasons at 0z synoptic times, 473 

using two different versions of the SA-SAS convection and the SA-TKE-EDMF PBL schemes. 474 

Experiment s1 employed the same version of physics for the SHiELD model used in this study 475 

(i.e., control). In the embedded table, “new” represents the upgraded SAS-TKE-EDMF or SA-476 

SAS scheme in GFSv16; “old” represents the current scheme in SHiELD. Number of cases are 477 

shown at the bottom, with forecast lead times showing statistically significant improvement at 478 

90% and 95% confidence intervals between s1 and s3, indicated by orange and red colors 479 

respectively. Percentage of improvement in s1 upon s3 are also shown at the bottom. 480 
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 481 

 482 

Fig. 14.  Comparison of the distribution of model levels between the GFSv16 (black, 127 levels) 483 

and SHiELD (red, 91 levels), presented on (a) pressure levels for the surface to 100 hPa and on 484 

(b) height levels for the surface to 15 km. Values along the x-axis indicate the stepping 485 

increment in between vertical levels. 486 

 487 

4. Summary and Discussion  488 

 489 

 The purpose of this study was to quantify the outstanding track performance during the 490 

2021 Atlantic hurricane season of the SHiELD 13 km global model that is under development at 491 

GFDL and based on the FV3 dynamical core that was transitioned into operations by the NWS 492 
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on 12 June 2019 (i.e., GFSv15) as a replacement for the spectral based GFSv14. On 22 March 493 

2021 the GFSv15 was upgraded by the NWS to GFSv16 with improved model physics and the 494 

vertical resolution was doubled from 63 to 127 vertical levels. This upgraded GFSv16 model 495 

performed exceptionally well in 2021 and produced smaller TC track errors compared to any 496 

operational model in the Atlantic basin. However, despite much coarser vertical model 497 

resolution, the GFDL SHiELD model demonstrated superior track forecasting performance in the 498 

Atlantic basin compared to the GFSv16, when run from identical initial conditions. This 499 

improvement was found to be statistically significant at days 2, 3 and 4. Superior performance 500 

compared to GFSv16, which was also statistically significant, was found in the western Pacific 501 

basin beyond 48h, where the SHiELD forecast errors were very comparable to the ECMWF’s 502 

IFS, which was the top performing operational model in that basin in 2021. In the eastern 503 

Pacific, where the IFS significantly outperformed all other operational models, SHiELD still 504 

performed better than the GFSv16 at 4 and 5 days and was comparable at the earlier forecast lead 505 

times. In this study it was shown that similar superior Atlantic track forecast skill compared to 506 

the GFSv16 was also seen in 2019 when retrospective forecasts were performed using the 507 

GFSv16 initial condition, with mostly neutral impacts in 2020.  508 

The IFS model, which has been a top performing track model in the Atlantic over the 509 

previous 5 years, did not perform as well in 2021 relative to other models, with the upgraded 510 

GFSv16 the top performing operational track model for track skill in the Atlantic. However, the 511 

SHiELD model track skill was shown to be superior to all operational models beyond 48h and 512 

was even comparable to the official forecast at days 3 and 4. Analysis of the spatial distribution 513 

of the forecast error for the Atlantic showed that the largest errors from both SHiELD and 514 

GFSv16 track forecasts occurred in the subtropical eastern Atlantic, associated with a distinct 515 

northeast bias that was somewhat reduced in the SHiELD forecasts. The overall smaller spatial 516 

forecast error in SHiELD compared to GFSv16 in the Atlantic basin significantly contributed to 517 

the better overall TC track forecast performance for the season. Analysis of the three-year spatial 518 

distribution of track forecast bias and error showed that this pattern was present to some extent in 519 

all three years in the GFSv16 model. This appeared to be partly related to a tendency for 520 

premature recurvature of systems into the westerlies. For example, analysis of TS Victor in the 521 

2021 Atlantic hurricane season showed a pronounced northeast bias existed in the GFSv16 522 

although the observed storm did not recurve. A negative 500 hPa geopotential height anomaly 523 
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persisted in both the GFSv16 and SHiELD in the eastern Atlantic for much of the season, 524 

however it was somewhat worse in the GFSv16 during the passage of TS Victor, likely 525 

contributing to the excessive north bias as the subtropical ridge weakened too quickly.  526 

Since SHiELD was run with an older version of both the convection and PBL schemes, a 527 

subset of cases (0z only) was rerun in SHiELD with the new convection and PBL packages used 528 

in GFSv16. Although the impact on hurricane track was minimal with the newer PBL scheme 529 

before day 5, the new convection scheme did negatively impact the hurricane track forecasts in 530 

the shorter forecast lead times, particularly at days 2 and 3. However, in contrast to a negative 531 

impact on track skill in SHiELD the new convection and PBL packages had a positive impact on 532 

the GFSv16. It is interesting to note that the impact on the track forecast performance from either 533 

physics package was minimal in SHiELD for the case of TS Victor (not shown), so it is unlikely 534 

that the new convection and PBL schemes were a contributor to the poor performance of the 535 

GFSv16 on this storm compared to SHiELD. However, it is not surprising that the impact of the 536 

newer convection and PBL schemes is significantly different between the two models since the 537 

number of vertical levels was largely increased in the GFSv16 compared to SHiELD. Since 538 

previous studies have shown that increased vertical resolution in NWP models does consistently 539 

lead to better model performance, it is indeed likely that the SHiELD track forecasting skill may 540 

be further improved with increased vertical resolution if the model physics is properly retuned to 541 

the new vertical resolution. This will be soon investigated in future model upgrades. 542 

Consistent with the superior track skill, the SHiELD produced more skillful values for the 543 

mean 500 hPa geopotential height anomaly correlation coefficient (ACC), which is one of the 544 

most widely used large-scale metrics to evaluate model skill in NWP. As was shown, the 545 

improved ACC was statistically significant at forecast lead times beyond 2 days. Thus, based on 546 

the overall improved track skill of SHiELD compared to the GFSv16, we have increased 547 

confidence that the SHiELD model does provide more reliable TC track prediction at least in the 548 

northern hemisphere primarily due to better prediction of the large-scale steering flow. (A robust 549 

comparison of track performance in the southern hemisphere is yet to be done). In addition to 550 

factors already explicitly mentioned in this study, possible reasons for the improvements involve 551 

upgrades GFDL has made to the inline GFDL microphysics (Harris et al. 2020; Zhou et al. 2022) 552 

and refinements to the FV3 dynamical core (Harris et al. 2020; Gao et al. 2021). However, due to 553 
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the complicated impacts and interactions of these changes to other components of the model, it 554 

was very difficult to pinpoint precise reasons for the improved overall model skill.  555 

As the GFDL SHiELD development team continues to investigate the impacts of these 556 

changes on the SHiELD improved performance, efforts are ongoing to make further 557 

improvements to the model such as increased resolution in both the vertical and horizontal, and 558 

testing of new model physics. As the model skill continues to improve, it is hoped that some of 559 

these model upgrades and refinements could be transitioned into operations. However, the first 560 

important step is to quantify that the improved model skill is real and robust on a significantly 561 

large and robust sample with identical initial conditions, and in the case of tropical cyclone track 562 

prediction, over multiple seasons and forecast basins. This has been clearly established by our 563 

results. 564 
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